The equipment

- HDMI, DisplayPort and VGA connectors for laptops
- A SMART podium display for the stationary PC
- Two headsets, flip open and press “On/Off” to use
- BluRay player operated by the control panel

The control panel

- Activate by touching the front of the panel
- Devices are selected via the appropriate source
- Selecting a source lowers the screen automatically

Immediate assistance provided by The Science Library on the 2nd floor of Vilhelm Bjerknes’ hus. The help desk is available by phone at 228 55400, Mon-Fri 08.00-22.00, Sat-Sun 10.00-18.00. More information available online at http://www.mn.uio.no/english/services/it/help/av.html. Responsible parties for the equipment in this room can be contacted at drift@mn.uio.no.